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Floating Photovoltaic (FPV) system is a solution which employ PV panels in a cooler environment, achieve higher

efficiency, and reduce water evaporation. FPV systems open up new opportunities for scaling up solar generating

capacity, especially in countries with high population density and valuable lands, as well as countries with high

evaporation rates and water resources deficiency.
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1. Introduction

The increased energy consumption and global warming concerns have encouraged governments to promote the

installation of Renewable Energy Sources (RESs) . Due to the sustainable development goals of the 2030 agenda

about increasing the share of RESs in the global energy mix, their development is imperative . Because it is abundant

and free of fuel costs, solar energy is a promising energy source that has attracted wide attention, so that a variety of its

applications, including Photovoltaic (PV) panels, has been developed . PV panels are capable of converting solar

irradiation into electricity . One of the most prominent aspects of PV systems is that they are environmentally

friendly and have near zero CO  emissions . In addition, the long-term perspective of PV systems due to their

ongoing quality improvement and cost reduction is promising .

2. FPV System Development Purposes

Land-based PV systems require a large area of vast land (about 8 m  per 1 kW). This can decrease the interest in many

countries because the lands needed for PV systems installation may be expensive. Furthermore, the efficiency of PV

panels is characterized by a specific maximum power thermal coefficient expressed in %/°C . This coefficient is

negative for commercial PV panels, which means that by increasing PV cells’ temperature, the efficiency of cells is

reduced. Based on the aforementioned reasons, FPV systems can offer a synthetic solution for the conservation of

valuable lands and increasing energy generation . In the countries where FPV systems are used for energy generation,

companies have developed this technology in order to gain the maximum energy based on the power generation equation

of PV panels .

Under normal conditions, two factors that limit the energy generation of PV systems are: (1) the high operating

temperature of PV cells and (2) any reduction in the solar irradiation incidence on the PV panel due to soiling. Therefore,

PV panels should be periodically cleaned, usually by water. The use of non-fresh water can increase the soiling.

Consequently, an extra water source must be provided for cleaning FPV systems, which are usually placed on the surface

of non-fresh water reservoirs. Due to water scarcity in some areas, cleaning becomes difficult, challenging, and

subsequently costly.

Because of the low cost of fossil fuels in oil-rich countries, using RESs is not a preferred method for energy generation. In

addition, access to the vast lands for the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) countries is not a problem. For most of

these countries, which are located in arid and semi-arid regions, water security is an important priority. Some of the

anticipated impacts of climate changes in these countries are droughts and amplified heat waves, which accelerate the

evaporation of open water resources and reservoirs . Therefore, the water stored in reservoirs can be better managed

if surface evaporation losses can be reduced. Covering the surface of the water with FPV systems allows these countries

to tackle their water deficiency. Depending on the covered surface, FPV systems can reduce water evaporation up to 80%

. Furthermore, this solution can provide other advantages as follows:

The power generated by FPV systems can be used as an income source.
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The long-time warranty of solar equipment decreases the maintenance costs and if FPV systems are installed on dam

lakes, the saved water can be utilized for load peak shaving.

Companies in these countries are developing such a technology to achieve maximum water loss reduction based on the

Penman equation and its derivatives .

3. Frequency of Cleaning

As mentioned before, dust and soils have negative impacts on the efficiency of PV panels. Therefore, the importance of

cleaning PV panels is considerable from both economic and performance points of view . A key factor to maximizing

the economic advantage is the determination of cleaning times. There is no specified cleaning cycle for PV panels, and

the soiling rate of the region mostly determines the cleaning frequency . The optimal cleaning frequency mainly

depends on the environmental conditions of the installation place, such as precipitation and humidity, wind velocity,

particle type, source of particles, and soiling rate . In this regard, it has been suggested in  that PV panels should

be cleaned weekly in moderately dusty places. Furthermore, it has strongly been recommended that all equipment should

immediately be cleaned after a dust storm to maintain nominal operating efficiency. The soiling rate for 20° sloped PV

systems installed in Mesa (near Phoenix, AZ, USA) has been determined in . It has been demonstrated that the daily

soiling rate (average loss of full power energy in each day because of soiling) of this site is −0.061% during the highest

soiling period. In , using a novel model, the cleaning frequency of PV panels in desert regions has been determined to

be 20 days, considering the output power reduction and particle concentration equal to 5% and 100 μg/m , respectively. A

method to calculate the dynamic cleaning frequency of grid-connected PV systems by achieving a coefficient of cleaning

tolerance has been presented in . In , the cleaning interval of two different manual cleaning techniques,

handwashing using water and application of washing tractor, have been determined in central Saudi Arabia. The results

have demonstrated that the optimal average cleaning frequency of manual cleaning has been about 20 days, whereas

this period is approximately 9 days for a washing tractor. The daily soiling rate in bifacial PV systems has been calculated

in Santiago (Chile) and it has been compared with the conventional mono facial minimodules . It has been illustrated

that the soiling rate in the mono facial minimodule is 0.301% per day, whereas a rate of 0.236% per day has been

measured for the bifacial system. Moreover, the soiling rate for the rear side of bifacial PV panels has been determined as

0.0394% per day. The dust accumulation effect on PV panels in the MENA region has been assessed in , and it has

been noted that the cleaning interval can be 12–15 days. Using an endogenous method, the soiling rate in three utility-

scale PV systems located in the Middle East has been calculated to be about 0.1% per day . In , the optimal

cleaning frequency of PV panels in a hot desert climate has been recommended to be weekly, especially during summers.

Different aspects of dust deposition on the PV system installed in the Hashemite University (Jordan) have been assessed

in . Considering the environmental conditions, it has been suggested that PV panels should be cleaned every two

weeks.

The assessment of the research studies has demonstrated that the cleaning interval of PV panels depends on the

environmental conditions including the soiling rate. Note that the amount of soil that is cleaned in each cleaning time can

be another factor that affects the cleaning frequency. In Table 2, a summary of the reviewed research studies has been

presented.

Table 2. Classified summary of papers on cleaning frequency.

Reference Location Cleaning Frequency

Minia region, middle of Egypt
(moderately dusty places) Weekly cleaning recommended.

Mesa (near Phoenix), AZ, USA The daily soiling rate is determined to be −0.061%.

Desert areas The frequency of cleaning is specified to be 20 days.

Central Saudi Arabia The optimal cleaning interval for handwashing was 20 days and for
tractor, washing was 9 days.

Santiago, Chile The soiling rate in the mono facial minimodule is 0.301% per day, and in
the bifacial module is 0.236% per day.

The MENA region The cleaning interval is calculated to be 12–15 days.

The Middle East It is demonstrated that the average soiling rate is 0.1% per day.

Desert areas The panels should be cleaned weekly, especially in summers.
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Reference Location Cleaning Frequency

Jordan The cleaning interval is better to be 14 days.
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